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Abstract*Co!existing attractors of a mechanical system with impacts and dry friction are discussed in this
paper[ Our investigations have shown that\ in the systems with noise\ not all attractors can be reached by
system trajectories[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

A typical nonlinear system is characterized by the co!existence of di}erent attractors for a _xed
set of parameters[ This implies that whichever attractor is eventually reached by the system
trajectory depends strongly on the initial condition[ This phenomenon is called {multistability|
and it is common in various _elds of science\ such as chemistry ð0\ 1Ł\ optics ð2\ 3Ł and neuroscience
ð4\ 5Ł[ Recently\ Feudel et al[ presented the example of the dynamical system with over 0999
attractors ð6Ð8Ł[

The main purpose of this paper is to analyze di}erent types of co!existing attractors in a simple
mechanical system[ Additionally\ we address the problem of the in~uence of noise on the evolution
of di}erent attractors[

As an example\ we consider the simple physical system shown in Fig[ 0[ The mass m0 is
connected to a vibrator giving a sinusoidal force\ F9 cos t through the spring!damper system with
a sti}ness coe.cient\ k0 and damping coe.cient\ c0[ The second mass\ m1\ is placed on mass m0

and its movement is limited by two borders\ A and B[ The motion of mass m1 on mass m0 is
in~uenced by friction force\ Ft[

In practice\ there are many systems whose actions are accompanied by a collision of bodies[
Mechanical systems exhibiting impacts\ the so!called impact oscillators ð09Ð10Ł\ occur widely in
technical applications[ In many cases\ impacts have a positive in~uence^ for instance\ in mech!
anical devices during the thickening and crushing process\ working of minerals\ impact damping\
etc[

The considered model can be described by the following dimensionless equations]
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where] V0�"k0:m0#0:1\ b0�c0:V0\ b1�c1:V0\ l�Ft:F9\ t�V0t\ m�m1:m0\ d�c1:c0 and fT�Ft:m1`^
` is gravitational acceleration and z"t# is a random noise with zero mean and intensity s[ In
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Fig[ 0[ The model of the system] m0*primary mass^ m1*additional mass^ k0*spring constant^ c0\ c1*damping constants^
x0\ x1*coordinates of the motion of the masses m0\ m1^ e*static clearance between the masses m0\ m1^ Ft*friction force^
F9*amplitude of the exciting force^ v*angular frequency of the exciting force^ V0*natural frequency of the primary
system^ R*restitution coe.cient^ xst�F9:k0 static displacement^ r�e:xst*relative clearance^ h�v:V0 relative frequency

of the exciting force[

order to describe the dry friction force\ we considered a linear model ð10Ł[ The equation and
characteristic of this model are described in ð11Ł[ A detailed analysis of a rich bifurcation structure
and chaotic behaviour is described in ð08\ 19Ł[

The bifurcation diagram of the system "0# i[e[\ the relative displacement\ x\ versus the control
parameter h$ ð0[65\1[65Ł plot\ for typical system parameters\ l�9[91\ r�9[7\ d�9[4\ R�9[5\
b0�9[0 and m�9[582\ is shown in Fig[ 1[ Narrow intervals of chaotic\ periodic and quasi!
periodic motion characterize the system|s behaviour in each of these regions[ The structure of
the bifurcation diagrams indicates that the system evolution switches from one attractor to
another as the bifurcation parameter is slowly changed in a random\ unpredictable fashion[

To understand this phenomenon\ the co!existing attractors were identi_ed and their basins of
attraction estimated[ For most values of h$ ð0[85\ 1[65Ł\ four co!existing attractors exist^ the
periodic one shown in Fig[ 2"a#\ the quasi!periodic one*Fig[ 2"b#\ the di}erent quasi!periodic
attractor of Fig[ 2"c# and the chaotic one shown in Fig[ 2"d#[

The basins of attraction of the above!mentioned attractors are shown in Fig[ 3"a\b# for h�0[78
ðFig[ 3"a#Ł and h�1[05 ðFig[ 3"b#Ł[ The cross section of the 4!dimensional phase of the noise!free

Fig[ 1[ Bifurcation diagram of the system "0# for typical system parameters] l�9[91\ r�9[7\ d�9[4\ R�9[5\ b0�9[0 and
m�9[582[
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Fig[ 2[ Di}erent types of co!existing attractors for h�1[05^ "a# periodic\ "b# quasi!periodic\ "c# quasi!periodic\ "d#
chaotic[
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Fig[ 3[ Basins of attraction of co!existing attractors of Fig[ 2^ "a# h�0[78\ "b# h�1[05[ The cross section of the 4!
dimensional phase of the noise free eqn "0# "s�9#\ de_ned as S�""x1\dx1:dt# = "x1\dx1:dt#$ð−9[3\9[3Ł×ð−0[4\0[4Ł\
x0�dx0:dt�9\ t�1pk\ k�0\1\[# was considered as a set of initial conditions[ For the trajectories starting at a point in
S\ the limiting attractor has been determined[ The red colour marks the basin of the periodic attractor of Fig[ 2"a#\ the
navy!blue marks the basin of the quasi!periodic attractor of Fig[ 2"b#\ the yellow marks the basin of the quasiperiodic

attractor of Fig[ 2"c# and the blue marks the basin of the chaotic attractor of Fig[ 2"d#[

eqn "0# "s�9#\ de_ned as S�""x1\dx1:dt# = "x1\dx1:dt#$ ð−9[3\9[3Ł×ð−0[4\0[4Ł\ x0�dx0:dt�9\
t�1pk\ k�0\1\[# was considered as a set of initial conditions[ For the trajectories starting at a
point in S\ the limiting attractor has been determined[ The red colour marks the basin of the
periodic attractor of Fig[ 2"a#\ the navy blue marks the basin of the quasi!periodic attractor of
Fig[ 2"b#\ the yellow marks the basin of the quasiperiodic attractor of Fig[ 2"c# and the blue
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marks the basin of the chaotic attractor of Fig[ 2"d#[ Figure 3 shows that the system|s behaviour
is strongly dependent on small changes of the initial conditions[ We can observe mostly chaotic
motion and three attractors co!exist in phase space[

The analysis of Fig[ 3"a\b# shows that the basins of some attractors are so small that random
noise prevents trajectories from reaching them[ For example\ for s�9[90 and h�0[78\ only
periodic and chaotic attractors of\ respectively\ Fig[ 2"a# and Fig[ 2"b# can be reached by the
system and\ for larger noise intensity\ s�9[0\ only the chaotic attractor is possible[ Global
bifurcations of basin boundaries\ resulting in the size changes of particular basins\ result in the
trajectories jumping from one attractor to another[ These jumps explain the structure of the
bifurcation diagram of Fig[ 1[

Co!existing attractors were found to be common in the mechanical system with impacts and
dry friction[ Our investigations have shown that when the noise exists in the system\ as it does in
the experiments\ some attractors cannot be reached as their basin of attraction is too small and
the noise forces the trajectories out of them towards other attractors with larger basins of
attraction[ Similar results have been obtained by Kraut et al[ ð12Ł[ Additionally\ it was shown
that\ even with very small noise "equal to that of numerical errors#\ the position of the trajectory
on the attractor at the moment when the bifurcation parameter is being changed can a}ect the
result of the bifurcation[
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